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Abstract 
This work argues a new standard model physics approach for neutrino oscil-
lations by allowing neutrinos to have their flavor be entangled amongst all 
interacting fermions. Specifically, for a flavor conserved system, the effects 
from entanglement beginning at its origin and continuing through transit can 
give rise to the same observational outcomes as a flavor oscillation described 
by mass eigenstates. The implication being that although neutrino flavor is 
conserved in weak processes, this is argued to hold for all subsequent interac-
tions. In so doing, the conventional neutrino mass propagator is argued to be 
a dimensional artifact of the oscillation being dependent on the linear density 
of material along the neutrino trajectory. 
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1. Introduction 

The existence of experimentally measured neutrino oscillations [1] has resulted 
in a consensus that neutrinos cannot have a zero rest mass [2] [3] giving rise to 
the expectation that new physics outside the standard model must be real. This is 
not unreasonable given that if a neutrino is traveling at light speed (and so 
massless), special relativity requires that its time will stand still preventing in-
ternal temporal changes (such as a flavor oscillation). If the neutrino does not 
travel at the speed of light, its spin could be reversed to an observer traveling 
faster than it and so realize a violation of spin conservation compounding the 
appeal to new physics. Given this, multiple models for neutrino oscillations have 
been proposed such as faster than light [4], sterile neutrinos [5] as well as other 
explanatory theories, all postulating physics outside the standard model [6] [7].  

Still, quantum electrodynamics does allow particles traveling at light speed to 
become entangled throughout their existence. The initial postulate of the neu-
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trino existence was itself just a means to attempt justification of retaining energy 
conservation in beta decay [8]. Similarly, the initial proposition of color charge 
was a means to justify consistency of the Pauli exclusion principle for otherwise 
identical quark states [8]. With such inspiration, a mechanism is proposed to 
maintain the standard model of the neutrino by assuming the neutrino is simply 
entangled with other fermions throughout its interaction history giving rise to 
observed neutrino oscillations through entanglement. 

The conventional new physics model for neutrino oscillations can be reduced  

to the form [9] 
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and and e jki
jk jkU U δ− →    for the imaginary portions. The mass terms mk ap-

pearing in the ( )C tα  amplitudes are invariably ascribed to the neutrino rest 
mass energy rather than being viewed as a phase parameter representing 
something else. This paper explores the possibility that the mass terms relate 
to the properties of the combined system of the neutrino with its history in 
such a way that the neutrino remains massless with the flavor variations be-
ing shared among the associated historically interacting fermions with that 
neutrino which force the observed oscillatory changes in the measurement 
via entanglement. 

Others have considered the contribution of entanglement to the neutrino os-
cillation effect [10] [11] [12] [13] [14]. In such cases, these have consistently as-
sumed the mass eigenstates as an accepted upset to the standard model for neu-
trinos. As such, the use of entanglement to help explain neutrino oscillations is 
not new. The current work tenets that mass eigenstates are not actually present, 
rather that the linear density of flavored material traversed by the neutrino is 
proportional to the probability of a flavor change due to ensuing entangling in-
teractions. 

2. Theory 

A familiar means to create neutrinos using the standard Fermi diagrams is 
shown in Figure 1 (with pion decay in Figure 1(a) and muon decay in Figure 
1(b)). Here the pion or muon would have originated in a proton collision inte-
raction for accelerator based oscillation experiments. Neutrino chirality from the 
standard model had placed all αν  as left handed with αν  being right handed  
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Figure 1. Feynman diagram for a characteristic pion de-
cay followed by a potential muon creation and its decay. 
(a) on the left shows the initial pion decay with a muon 
decay (b) on the right. 

 

[9]. Adding to this, the recognition that modern flavor dynamics require particle 
mass terms in the wavefunction definition, the existence of flavor superposition 
in the mass eigenstates has historically simply been assumed rather than allowed 
to arise from an entanglement response. 

The key tenet proposed here is that in measuring the flavor of any one neu-
trino, this drives compensatory flavor changes in the associated particles coming 
out of the various generation processes from which it originated and may have 
subsequently become entangled, a neutrino flavor conservation. The neutrino 
flavor is then initially carried by the pion or muon in Figure 1 respectively al-
lowing transfer to the neutrino which is entangled with the initial interaction 
particles creating the pion or muon (e.g., protons, neutrons, etc.). 

Here, the initial proton or neutron wavefunction which gave rise to the eventual 
neutrino birth is then represented by ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ),  ,p n et C t C t C t p nµ τΨ = + + . 
The entanglement requirement can then be imposed that  

( ) ( ), ,n pt t n pν νΨ Ψ =  where n, p is simply the neutron or proton origina-
tor. The oscillations are no longer a time dependent value when both are meas-
ured if no subsequent interactions had taken place. 

As another example, standard positron decay in nuclear fusion as shown in 
Figure 2(a) would have its eLν  flavor be entangled with the down quark in the 
neutron from which the W+ boson interacted. This will require that if the elec-
tron interacts with a pion, it can take on some muonic flavor through entangle-
ment which has a commensurate effect on the neutrino with which it is also en-
tangled. 

This particular scenario would require the probability of flavor transition for 
the down quark in the neutron to follow 

e en nP P
β βν ν→ →=  which then defines the 

initial flavor of the interacting down quark where { },β µ τ∈ . If such a neutron 
were found to decay after creation in an accelerator, the emergent proton and 
antineutrino would again share the flavor changes so that all particles would 
have to be measured to test flavor conservation for the reaction in Figure 2(a) 
and 

e ep pP P
β βν ν→ →=  for the reaction in Figure 2(b).  

Alternatively, if the antineutrino from Figure 2(b) were measured, the proba-
bility for the proton flavor could be probed to again test only 

e ep pP P
β βν ν→ →= .  
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Figure 2. (a) (left) shows the conversion of an up to a 
down quark (requisite for hydrogen fusion into deute-
rium). (b) (right) shows basic neutron beta decay. 

 
In short, an essential test of temporal neutrino flavor conservation will be a fla-
vor measurement of all emanating particles at simultaneous delay periods (or 
prior to subsequent interaction with other flavored particles). 

Given the entanglement condition upon creation, subsequent interactions will 
expectedly also allow additional entanglement with any and all Raleigh type 
neutrino scatters. All of these would then be proportional to the linear density 

Lρ  of material along the neutrino path. The relative fractions of terrestrial elec-
tron flavor from radioactive decay of the primordial actinides along with histor-
ical mixing from cosmic and solar rays will then describe the relative densities 
for these entangled flavors. The density can then be broken up into the three or-
thogonal flavor components L Le L Le µ τρ ρ ρ µ ρ τ= + + . The interaction 
probability , ,e µ τσ  for a neutrino of one flavor to interact (becoming entangled) 
with a fermion having another flavor distribution would not necessarily be 
equivalent and so is left symbolically for now and is assumed to be a measurable 
quantity as described above.  

The individual elements can then be written as 
1

1
1

e e

e

e

µ τ

µ τµ

τ µτ

σ σ
σ σ
σ σ

 
 

=  
 
 

σ .  

Specifically, there will be a proportionality between the traditional mixing ma-
trix for the “new physics” mass eigenstates jUα  with both the fermionic linear 
densities Lρ  and the interaction probability of the form ij ik kj kU σ δ ρ=  As 
such, the propagation for the standard model neutrino does not oscillate in the 
traditional sense but rather undergoes entanglement via interaction with other 
fermions (including primordials).  

The currently measured values for the Uij elements are associated with the  

new physics oscillation probabilities given by [8] 
2

2 2

0

sin 2 sin
4e

m LP
Eµν ν θ→

∆
= ,  

where the probability of flavor transition in the left handed electron neutrino 
coming from the same decay process would then be approximated by  

1
e e

P P P
β µ µ τν ν ν ν ν ν→ → →= − − . Here, the mass term m used in that probability es-

timate has been associated with the quantum mechanical oscillation property of 
standard particles being left handed excluding the Dirac mass Lagrangian [15] 
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, , ,

D D
L Re Mα αβ βα β µ τν ν

=
= ∑ . Rather, even when accepting only the Majorana ver-

sion [16]  
, , ,0.5M M

L Le Mα αβ βα β µ τν ν
=

= − ∑  the requisite mass term remains. 
Here, the mass terms for the various flavor oscillations Mαβ , are assumed non-
zero from which an isolated neutrino then has a time dependence of  

( ) ( )e 0im tt α
α αν ν−=  using the standard convention of 1c = = . That the 

propagator in these units has dimensionality of mass does not require that the 
neutrinos have mass a priori when the matrix Mαβ  is effectively just a fit to the 
measurement data. The implication being that the mass corresponds to Lρ  and 
forces a neutron oscillation through entanglement only. This then allows all 
neutrinos to remain left handed and so remain consistent with the standard 
model [9]. 

It might be helpful to consider this alternative view by casting the mass terms 
from the new physics model in units of eV c−2, then for neutrino phase equiva-
lent estimates of [17] 0.071, 0.072 and 0.087 eV, this would allow us to write 

( ) ( ) ( )0.071 * 0.072 * 0.087 *
,1 ,1 ,2 ,2 ,3 ,3e e e 0i t i t i t

j j j jjC t U U U U U U Cξ ξ ξ ξ
− − −= + +∑ . Again, this 

in no way is evidence for or against a neutrino mass but acknowledges the ob-
servational outcomes where the linear energy density of the neutrino history is 
predicted to give rise to the phase estimates [17]. Without contradictory evi-
dence, the use of ij ik kj kU σ δ ρ=  appears to be fully consistent with the observa-
tion of neutrino flavor variation during transport. The model will also be entire-
ly falsifiable or verifiable when historical values of Lρ  are considered in neu-
trino oscillation measurements. 

3. Test Options 

With the decay scheme in Figure 1, all emanating neutrinos will conserve flavor, 
collectively with their initiating nucleon. This offers a test mechanism but does 
require correlating each emergent neutrino along with its creation ejecta. Reac-
tor and solar neutrinos are not operationally practical to track their progenitor 
dynamics outside of expected average values for Lρ  but accelerator neutrinos 
may allow a more practical method for testing this theory. This may prove to be 
the most economical way but would require the substantial effort to calculate the 

Lρ  for these dynamic historical measurements (geoneutrinos, solar neutrinos 
etc.) with the largest expected uncertainty coming from interactions with the 
remnant primordial fermion distributions.  

The proton beams from the T2K [18], NOvA [19] and CERN [20] could all be 
modified to track the initial collision excreta although probing these for neutrino 
flavor which would require a secondary neutrino beam to collect appropriate in-
teraction data. Clearly this also is not a trivial task but in the end, it could pro-
vide a means to allow neutrinos to remain in the standard model and still ex-
plain all observational measurement results. 

4. Discussion 

One can insist on a continuous, deterministic physical interpretation of what is 
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happening to the neutrino during transport prior to measurement allowing a 
predictable oscillation behavior but the alternative answer offered here is the 
same evolution observations being driven by entanglement. Examples of com-
parable deterministic looking physics with a quantum mechanism include mag-
netic resonance or the familiar 2 slit experiment. In the resonance behavior of 
electron paramagnetic or nuclear magnetic resonance, the fermion spin is ac-
tually in only ever one of two states (parallel or anti parallel to the external mag-
netic field) but the superposition of both states allow a traditional precession 
based resonance effect following classical rules as a statistical average. With the 
two slit experiment, the wavefunction transports through the penetrations as a 
pure probability density function (a superposition of all possible states) obeying 
only wave mechanics during transmission requiring interference opportunities 
until measured post transit. 

The new physics derivation of neutrino oscillations assumes a right handed 
neutrino to exist giving rise to the Dirac mass term. That the derivation gives the 
right answer, does not necessarily require the interpretation of that derivation to 
be correct (similar to the Bohr model of the hydrogen atom) and is in the end a 
fitted result to measurement data. Rather, the argument offered here is that the 
probability evolution of the neutrino is constrained by its being entangled from 
its evolution enabling flavor conservation. Here, all associated ejecta from the 
origin are all evolving through time which then forces the neutrino to likewise 
evolve to maintain the standard model conservation laws. Those particles which 
do not carry flavor then are unable to oscillate providing said test of the theory. 

More importantly, for any given neutrino source and associated detector, the 
fermionic density will not be the same. These will depend on both the source 
(solar, reactor, primordial, radioactivity and accelerator) and detector locations. 
Estimations of the current entangled distribution in each source detector line 
segment would have to be done on a case by case basis but is within the realm of 
reason and not carried out further here. In this sense, the transition probabilities 
P

α βν ν→  for a given measurement result could be calculated from base principles 
rather than being fit to the data. 

5. Conclusion 

A new theory has been put forward which allows neutrinos to effectively oscillate 
using only standard model physics where neutrino flavor is still conserved. Ef-
fectively, the individual neutrino flavor changes are related back to being entan-
gled with the combined system from which the neutrino originated (e.g., scat-
tering and decay process, etc.). The flavor changes taking place in all associated 
particles emanating from its evolution starting with its last interaction then be-
comes an experimentally testable feature of this model which would in principle, 
explain neutrino oscillations without a requirement for any new physics. Tests 
could be comprised of measuring all flavors of excreta products and paths to 
demonstrate the conservation of lepton flavor and parity expectation from the 
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standard model. 
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